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Specifications

BRAND: Baseus

COLOR: BLACK

FORM FACTOR: In-Ear

CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: IR

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY: Bluetooth

VERSION: V5.0

STANDBY TIME: 120 Hours

CHARGING TIME: 1.5 Hours

WORKING TIME: 3-4 Hours

COMMUNICATION DISTANCE: 10m

BATTERY CAPACITY: 500mAh/3.7V (Charging Case); 30mAh/3.7V (Earphones)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE RANGE: 20Hz-20KHz

INTERFACE: Type-C

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung Galaxy S10/S10 Plus/S10e, Other smartphone support Bluetooth V5.0

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 5.75 x 4.49 x 1.57 inches

ITEM WEIGHT: 6.3 ounces

INCLUDED COMPONENTS: 1 Baseus Branded Product

Introduction

You may make hands-free phone calls and enjoy exceptional music with the TWS (true wireless stereo) earpiece.
Earbuds that are ergonomically constructed provide long-term wearing comfort and always maintain the earphone
steady when you’re working out. It is 5g in weight, providing you incredible wearing experience. This earphone
can give you Hi-Fi and crystal-clear speech quality because it has an integrated HD decoder and moving coil
speaker unit. In-ear headset with an ergonomic design to provide you with the most stability and comfort. It has A
built-in Bluetooth 5.0 chip with powerful anti-interference capabilities allows you to enjoy voice calls that are more
stable and have lower latency. It provides automated charging, a power display function, and a portable charging
cabin for greater convenience.



PACKAGE INCLUDED

1 x BASEUS Wireless Bluetooth Earphone W07

1 x User Manual

HOW TO CONNECT

Press the multi-function button for a brief period of time until the LED indication turns blue before removing the
earbuds. From here, you may use Bluetooth on your mobile device to look for the TWS and start pairing. When
you open the case after that, the Baseus Encok W07 will immediately connect with your device.

HOW TO PAIR

When you open the charging case, the headphones turn on by themselves. Once quickly and once slowly, the
earphone indicators will flash. the dual earphone mode is now active. Turn on the wireless functionality of your
smartphone, look for available wireless devices, choose the Baseus Encok WM07 device, and then click Connect.

HOW TO CHARGE WITHOUT CHARGING CASE

You must connect a Micro USB cable to your device and either a computer or a USB adapter in order to charge
earbuds with a micro USB. After that, you must wait while your earbuds fully charge.

HOW TO INCREASE THE VOLUME

Simply hit the Settings icon on your phone, then scroll down to the area labelled Sound and vibration. When that
choice is selected, more options, including a Volume option, appear. The volume for numerous features on your
phone may then be adjusted using a number of sliders.

Frequently Asked Questions

How can I tell when my Baseus has finished charging?

Remove the earphone from the case once it has finished charging. A white light will briefly flash once the
earphones have automatically turned on.

Can I charge just the earbud case?

Keep in mind that the charging case also has a charge. Fortunately, you can charge your case and headphones
simultaneously. Open the earphone charging case that was included with your headphones first.

Can I store my wireless earbuds while not in use in a charging case?

Yes. They won’t overcharge or be harmed in any way, and if you make it a habit of putting them back in the case
after use, you’ll be less likely to misplace one.

Is Baseus a reliable earphones brand?

The Baseus WM01 stands out from the competition and has received very positive reviews for its excellent sound
quality and comfort. Friends who enjoy listening to pop and folk music should definitely give it a try.

Can I use a fast charger to charge my earbuds?

Yes, you may charge your Bluetooth headphones with a mobile charger. The USB cables will meet your charging
needs and are constructed in accordance with the USB standard. We advise reading the headphones product
guide if you have a phone that supports rapid charging so you can determine whether doing so may damage your



headphones.

How can I turn my earbuds’ volume up?

Simply hit the Settings icon on your phone, then scroll down to the area labelled Sound and vibration. When that
choice is selected, more options, including a Volume option, appear. The volume for numerous features on your
phone may then be adjusted using a number of sliders.

Can earbuds be overcharged?

No, it’s not possible to overcharge the earbuds. With any lithium ion product, this should not be a problem.

Can one earbud be charged simultaneously?

If an earbud still has juice, you can use it while charging it independently in the charging case. Attention: Stereo:
Only the sound associated with the active side will be audible while using only one side of the headphones
because the left and right stereo channels are not mixed.

Do I need to give my new earbuds a full charge?

I’d advise charging them completely before your first use. They come practically completely charged; mine took
less than 30 minutes.

Why are my earbuds’ batteries dying so quickly?

If the product hasn’t been used or charged in a long, it can happen on the first use. Charge your earphones when
not in use for the optimum performance and longevity. Important: When the earphones are not in use or in the
carry case, the battery drains. Always keep your earphones charged while not in use for the optimum
performance.
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